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Abstract: After the September 11 attacks, security and surveillance measures have changed across
the globe. Now, surveillance cameras are installed almost everywhere to monitor video footage.
Though quite handy, these cameras produce videos in a massive size and volume. The major
challenge faced by security agencies is the effort of analyzing the surveillance video data collected
and generated daily. Problems related to these videos are twofold: (1) understanding the contents
of video streams, and (2) conversion of the video contents to condensed formats, such as textual
interpretations and summaries, to save storage space. In this paper, we have proposed a video
description framework on a surveillance dataset. This framework is based on the multitask learning
of high-level features (HLFs) using a convolutional neural network (CNN) and natural language
generation (NLG) through bidirectional recurrent networks. For each specific task, a parallel pipeline
is derived from the base visual geometry group (VGG)-16 model. Tasks include scene recognition,
action recognition, object recognition and human face specific feature recognition. Experimental
results on the TRECViD, UET Video Surveillance (UETVS) and AGRIINTRUSION datasets depict that
the model outperforms state-of-the-art methods by a METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation
with Explicit ORdering) score of 33.9%, 34.3%, and 31.2%, respectively. Our results show that
our framework has distinct advantages over traditional rule-based models for the recognition and
generation of natural language descriptions.
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1. Introduction
There is an exponential increase in digital multimedia, resulting in the generation of
enormous amounts of video data. This can be used to understand videos that have inspired
development for a broad range of applications. The growing rate of multimedia content
uploaded on the Internet involves automatic interpretation and description of the videos
for the retrieval of important information. This can also be useful in surveillance, security,
human–computer interaction, robotic intelligence and even helps visually impaired people.
Among these applications, an automatic description of videos in a natural language is
gaining interest, where we give a video to the deep learning framework that converts it
into one or multiple sentences.
The problem of automatically describing videos has been explored for several years.
The first rule-based method [1] described human actions and activities with natural lan-
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guage in a restricted setting. The semantic features obtained from the video were linked
with syntactic constituents, such as the subject, verb or objects, and then interpreted into
natural language sentences. A sentence is formed by filling the predetermined templates
with part-of-speech tags. The major problem faced at that time was bridging the semantic
gap when converting videos into text. There are several papers [2–4] that applied relatively
similar rule-based systems on different datasets that contained large instances of objects in
diverse situations. Later, more complex rules were applied in [5] that contained a relatively
large vocabulary to generate sentences. These approaches require monotonous work when
the data is huge. To eliminate this problem, statistical models [6,7] have been used, which
can train even larger datasets that contain many lexical entries and many hours of videos.
However, the results of these approaches were lacking with large datasets like Microsoft
Common Objects in Context (MS COCO) [8].
Lately, a lot of research was carried out for applying deep learning methods to video
captioning. Encouraging results have been attained by using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) or a recurrent neural network (RNN) for labeling [9], image captioning [10]
and video descriptions. These approaches have been applied to short video segments that
contain action, anomaly detection or scene surroundings.
For each high-level feature (HLF), the state-of-the-art methods used different methods
of feature extraction, such as for human action recognition (star skeleton and a hidden
Markov model), object detection (Haar features) and age (facial features). This might result
in the feature extraction of narrow domains, rigid template-based sentences and missing
information, thus making it difficult to produce correct results for large data.
Our proposed deep learning model is a single carefully designed and trained network
that can extract various HLFs simultaneously with language model incorporation. The
model focuses on better visual information extraction from the frames, which is reflected
in the results. We have captured the power of semantic feature extraction with a relatively
simple deep learning architecture. This has been achieved by fine-tuning a multitask CNN,
which can learn dense features for a scene, human, dress, object and action. In terms of
computational complexity, the proposed model is quite inexpensive for the prediction of
unseen data. This paper suggests a deep neural network with multitask feature learning to
interpret videos into natural language descriptions. The key contributions are as follows:

•

•
•
•
•

A multitask deep learning video description framework has been presented that uses
learning to extract robust information, which describes the visual scene, persons,
objects and their interaction;
The proposed framework extracts multiple high-level features (HLFs) from videos
compared with traditional approaches;
We have provided a detailed evaluation of this framework and compared video
descriptions with its preceding bottom-up approach, presented by [11];
We have also gathered the UET (University of Engineering & Technology) Video
Surveillance (UETVS) dataset [12] and annotated it with a text description;
Evaluation of this framework is conducted on three datasets: the 2007/2008 TREC
video benchmark [13], UET Video Surveillance (UETVS) and agriculture surveillance datasets.

The rest of the paper is arranged into the subsequent sections. Section 2 details the
literature survey for the video captioning and description problem. Section 3 provides a
detailed explanation of the proposed multitask natural language description framework.
Section 4 discusses the TRECVid dataset, self-generated agriculture and the video surveillance datasets used for the experiment and its setup. Sections 5 and 6 present the results
and discuss the evaluation scores, respectively.
2. Literature Survey
The prior video description approaches were established on finding subject–verb–
object (SVO) triplets from the video frames, and captions were produced through a language model which was built on predefined sentence templates. This requires training
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multiple classifiers that could identify anomalies, activities, human beings and their properties, such as emotion or gender, objects, actions and scene settings. These extracted features
are combined with a language model to generate sentences from templates. In [14], the
authors extracted SVO triplets and learned a semantic structure on subjects, objects and
verbs by using a multichannel SVM (Support Vector Machine) to predict these values. Once
the triplet values are found, a sentence is formed using templates. A factor graph model
was proposed in [15] that integrated visual detection with language statistics to learn the
subject–verb–object–place (SVOP) tuple for a video. The sentences are generated using
a template-based approach. Although the problem in both cases is simplified, this still
entails choosing suitable objects and actions. Additionally, the sentences generated from
this approach are not flexible enough to generalize unseen, erroneous and misidentified
data and cannot satisfy the richness of natural language.
Based on the reasons above, research on image or video description generation has
shifted to deep learning approaches. The simple plan for description generation is to use a
CNN for encoding visual information and an RNN for decoding natural language sentences.
CNNs are like a simple neural network, but the architecture makes a clear supposition
that the inputs are images, which allows certain properties to be encoded. These networks
are mostly used in image and video recognition systems. RNNs are networks that have
looping capability and grant information to prevail. These networks are extremely popular
for multiple problems such as speech recognition, modeling languages, image or video
captioning, translation and description.
The hierarchical recurrent neural network (hRNN) [16] is the most credited state-ofthe-art deep learning technique for video captioning and description. This network can
generate sentences (multiple sentences) or a paragraph for a lengthy video which contains
multiple scenarios or scenes. These types of videos cannot be depicted in a single sentence,
but rather give a dull description. The idea of this framework is to utilize time-based
dependency among sentences in a paragraph. While generating the next sentence, the
semantic context of the previous sentence is put into use.
RNNs keep information in memory over a specific time period. However, it is hard
to resolve problems that need long temporal dependencies, such as understanding the
present frame of a video that requires information from the previous frame or frames. Long
short-term memory (LSTM) networks are a specific kind of RNN that works for several
tasks and performs better. An LSTM unit comprises a memory cell that can withstand data
for a lengthier time period.
Rapid development has been made in previous years to learn image features, and
numerous pretrained models are offered. However, these deep features cannot be used for
videos due to the absence of temporal information. The CNN and LSTM were integrated
in [17] to learn spatial (space) and temporal (time) information from videos. Features are
mined from a 2D CNN and input into an LSTM network to translate the time-based information of the videos. There are other variations of LSTM, such as BiLSTM (Bidirectional
Long short-term memory) [18]. The authors proposed a bidirectional LSTM with a soft
attention mechanism. This conserve the global, temporal and visual information of an
input video, and the attention process helps in identifying the most important words in
the content.
The encoder-decoder framework [19] for generating video captions has been proposed.
The encoder extract features and encodes the input into vectors. Two models have been
used to extract features from videos. In the first approach, a video is viewed as a series of
2D images, from which frame-level features are drawn out using the GoogleNet (CNN)
model that is trained on ImageNet. In the second approach, a video is considered as 3D
data which are a series of video segments, and it treats variation with respect to time for
feature extraction. Here, segment-level features are mined using dense trajectories and a
3D CNN (C3D) model pretrained on the Sports 1M dataset. The pooling method used for
these two approaches merges various frame or segment features into one video feature
vector. The decoder generates captions using these feature vectors. The LSTM network
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the multitask learning framework.
Figure 1. Block diagram of the multitask learning framework.

3.1. Multitask Learning for HLF Extraction

The available literature provides evidence of the power of CNNs for automatic feature
extraction in object classification and detection tasks. Compared with traditional feature
learning, CNNs learn the filters and representations useful for distinction in a hierarchical manner while training. This characteristic is inspired by the visual cortex of human
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beings. These networks extract features by moving from simple to complex structures.
By sliding and convolving, it incorporates local features, and pooling cares for learning
global features. This in turn gives the benefit of spatial invariance property and parameter
sharing, which would otherwise cost huge memory. The trained CNN models are reproducible as well as reusable. This is especially helpful in cases with small amounts of data.
Among the pretrained models, the Imagenet model [23] formed the basis of most of the
recent frameworks.
Similarly, our work also adopts visual geometry group (VGG)-16 [24] and branches
out task-specific features. This network is sequential but follows a homogeneous filter
structure throughout its depth. The 16-layer architecture includes 13 convolutional layers
with 3 fully connected (FC) layers on top. A total of five tasks are learned jointly, including
action, person-related, objects, dress and scene information. For this task, each video is
annotated in a multi-labeled fashion as well. For object recognition, the pure VGG-16
model is applied, and the last FC layer is fine-tuned for the purpose. All the FC layers
are fine-tuned for scene recognition tasks. For person or face close-up features, a taskspecific branch is taken out after the second pool layer with a map size of 56 × 56. This
branch is further multi-labeled for the gender, age and emotion of the person present in the
video clip.
Multitask learning within the branch is highly recommended for large-scale data. The
first step of the face task is based on a faster RCNN (Region Based Convolutional Neural
Network) [25]. If multiple regions are detected for the face, then the video gets labeled as a
group of people or, to some extent, a count of people (e.g., three persons or four persons).
If a close-up scene is detected, then the above-mentioned features are extracted through
training the network. Action recognition is also performed by extracting out parallel
branches after the second-last pooling layer. All the obtained features are concatenated and
pooled to an embedding vector size of 512 before passing into a language model.
3.2. Description Generation Using Bidirectional LSTM
A recurrent neural network (RNN) and LSTM [26] are the basic sequence modeling
blocks in deep learning. However, many variants derived from these basic versions have
been used for various tasks, and it is still an open area of research to work out newer and
better architectures. The main task of these models is to predict the next member of the
incoming sequence data. Due to improved gradient flow properties, LSTM models are
preferred over vanilla RNNs, which have exploding and vanishing gradient problems.
The main difference in the structure is the presence of an internal cell unit (ct) and a
gated structure.
The role of the gates is to maintain and modify the state of the cell and hidden
layer output (ht ) according to the previous hidden state and present input. The values of
the cell state are invisible to the other network and remain intact unless the forget gate
signal applies.
For video description generation, we have used the bidirectional LSTM architecture.
Bidirectional architecture processes the information forward and backward in time and
hence can capture better contextual information from the data. We have used two-layered
LSTM, each layer having 512 hidden nodes. The embedding vector from the CNN is passed
to the first layer together with the attention vector [27], which gives the grouping over
the spatial location to concentrate the segment of an image at a certain time. A set of
vocabulary has been created by using human handwritten annotations. Every video has
been interpreted by 40 human annotators with a varied level of expertise, hence producing
a variety of words. A word which occurred less than five times was appointed an unknown
<UNK> token. A total of 22,500 sentences were processed. The joint training ensured filling
of the gap between visual clues and language.
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4. Experimental Setup
The proposed architecture was assessed with a dataset which was manually devised
from the 2007/2008 TREC video benchmark for video description. It consisted of 140 video
segments used in the experiments. Each video segment duration was between 10 and 30 s
with a sole camera shot. Videos were annotated by 40 human beings, and each video was
described in two to seven sentences, which were stated as human annotations. They were
classified into seven categories:

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Activity: Humans carrying out some tasks, such as walking or sitting;
Close up: Human face with the front view that displays expressions or sentiments
(e.g., happy or sad);
News: Reporter, anchor or weatherboards shown in a scene or setting;
Meeting: Assembly of humans showing an interaction with one another, and the
existence of objects normally seen in meeting scenarios (e.g., chairs, tables, mics
and projectors);
Groups: Several humans in any scene or setting;
Traffic: Automobiles and traffic sign;
Scene Category: Scene locations more prominent than human actions (e.g., indoor,
outdoor, parks and kitchens).

The second dataset was on UET Video Surveillance (UETVS), which consisted of
1200 surveillance videos and corresponding multi-line textual descriptions. The videos
were gathered from four locations (Boys Student Service Center (BSSC), Girls Student
Service Center (GSSC), Al-Khawarizmi Institute of Computer Science and the UET Bus
Stand). CCTV (Closed-Circuit Television) security cameras were installed in these locations.
Each location consisted of 300 videos. The span of each video lied between 7 and 10 s. The
frames per second (fps) rate of each video clip was 25. These videos were described by
professional English writers, with descriptions ranging between 3 and 6 sentences.
The third dataset was self-collected (AGRIINTRUSION), which contained around
100 videos. These videos were taken from YouTube. The videos contained the type of
intrusions that could happen on agricultural land, such as animals, birds, vehicles or
humans. These images were annotated and described with multiple sentences.
The video description is the explanation of nonverbal elements in a video that include
facial expressions, scenery, actors’ clothing or body language. It provides a description
of visual elements that are important to perceive the plot, which will specifically be of
service to visually impaired people. The annotation process was done on three levels:
students, teachers and professional experts. Every video was annotated by three different
people based on the expertise level defined above. These HLF and video descriptions were
cross-checked, and discrepancies were corrected by a data annotation specialist.
The video description experiments were performed on a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti which
had 11 GB of GPU memory. The multitask framework was formed using PyTorch [28].
The CNN and LSTM models were trained and optimized together using a stochastic
gradient descent optimizer with a batch size of 32. We used cross-entropy loss, which
converged with the annealing learning rate scheme. The TRECViD dataset took around
62 h (~2.5 days) of training time, and UETVS took around 120 h (~5 days) of training.
The AGRIINTRUSION dataset took around 45 h of training time. All video frames were
regenerated to 256 × 256 dimensions before being input into the CNN. Each video in the
dataset was fed to the network at 4 frames per second. The data distribution consisted of
75% (training) and 25% (testing).
5. Experiments and Results
This section details the results of the TRECViD, UETVS and AGRIINTRUSION
datasets. We compare the results of this multitask learning-based framework with two
baseline models—an LSTM semantic compositional network (SCN-LSTM) and multimofal
stochastic RNN (MS-RNN)—and video descriptions using deep neural networks.
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5.1. Face Close-Up Scene
Our MDL (Multitask Deep Learning) framework accurately recognized the human
face, emotion, dress, gender and surrounding objects. Hand annotations were more descriptive, such as the identity of the person (e.g., policeman), precise details of the clothing,
such as a woman’s hat and formal suit, and more detailed settings were mentioned.
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objects
and
the
scene’s
location.
The
human
annotation,
or
the
ground
standard evaluation metrics: METEOR [31] and ROUGE (Recall-Oriented Understudy for
truth,
contained
the object
that was present
in theused
videofor
frames
(e.g., amany
bison features,
is in the green
Gisting
Evaluation)
[32]. METEOR
is a measure
evaluating
such
fields).
Our
MDL
framework
still
produced
a
coherent
and
consistent
video
description
as synonym matching and stemming. This measure uses the harmonic mean
for recall
based
on the high-level
features.
and precision.
The range
of this measure is between 0 and 1. If there was more than one
reference translation, then the METEOR results were calculated for every single translation,
6.
Evaluation
and
the top score was chosen.
Tableperformance
1 shows the of
METEOR
scores
of theframework
multitask feature
framework
for
The
our deep
learning
can be learning
investigated
using two
video descriptions
TRECViD,
UETVS
andROUGE
AGRIINTRUSION.
It canUnderstudy
be seen in the
standard
evaluationwith
metrics:
METEOR
[31] and
(Recall-Oriented
for
table that
our model
outperformed
state-of-the-art
methods. This
becausesuch
this
Gisting
Evaluation)
[32].
METEOR is the
a measure
used for evaluating
manyisfeatures,
framework
specialized
training ofThis
datameasure
for interpreting
andmean
objectfor
settings.
as
synonymhas
matching
and stemming.
uses thescenes
harmonic
recall and
precision. The range of this measure is between 0 and 1. If there was more than one referTable 1. METEOR score (%).
ence translation, then the METEOR results were calculated for every single translation,
and
the top score was chosen.
Methods
TRECViD
UETVS
AGRIINTRUSION
Table 1 shows the METEOR scores of the multitask feature learning framework for
SCN-LSTM
26.4
32.5
27.5
video
descriptions with31.5
TRECViD, UETVS and
It can be seen in the
MS-RNN
33.1AGRIINTRUSION. 30.6
table
that
our
model
outperformed
the
state-of-the-art
methods.
This
MFL (Ours)
33.9
34.3
31.2 is because this
framework has specialized training of data for interpreting scenes and object settings.
The ROUGE metric compared words between the machine-generated (deep neural
network) and human written annotations. It is commonly used for evaluating machine summarization tasks. There are many variations of ROUGE, such as N-gram (ROUGE-N), skip
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bigram co-occurrence with unigrams (ROUGE-S) and longest subsequence (ROUGE-L).
Table 2 shows the ROUGE scores between the multitask feature learning-generated video
descriptions and reference hand annotations done by humans. ROUGE 1–3 shows an
N-gram comparison between the reference and framework descriptions.
Table 2. ROUGE scores for the multitask deep learning framework for TRECViD.

ROUGE 1
ROUGE 2
ROUGE 3
ROUGE-L
ROUGE-W
ROUGE-S
ROUGE-SU

Activity

Close-Up

Indoor/Outdoor

Groups

Meeting

News

Traffic

0.6721
0.6366
0.5603
0.5698
0.5510
0.5192
0.5552

0.8115
0.7792
0.7067
0.6200
0.6278
0.5826
0.6022

0.8249
0.7585
0.6898
0.8141
0.7909
0.7679
0.8221

0.7661
0.7020
0.6422
0.7614
0.7212
0.6145
0.7330

0.7922
0.7433
0.6654
0.8015
0.7673
0.7505
0.7111

0.7515
0.7073
0.6653
0.7606
0.7232
0.6804
0.7431

0.7787
0.7302
0.6595
0.7361
0.7056
0.6695
0.7131

Table 3 shows the ROUGE scores between the multitask feature learning-generated
descriptions and reference hand annotations done by the humans for the UETVS dataset.
The rouge scores were calculated for the four locations where the CCTV cameras were
installed. This dataset is one of a kind which, to the best of our knowledge, did not exist
previously. As there is no gold standard dataset that deals with the textual description of
surveillance videos, we were not able to provide any comparison.
Table 3. ROUGE scores for the multitask deep learning framework for the UETVS dataset.
GSSC

BSSC

KICS

UET Parking

ROUGE 1

0.7521

0.7715

0.7855

0.7916

ROUGE 2

0.6933

0.7392

0.7321

0.7620

ROUGE 3

0.6203

0.7027

0.6898

0.7102

Table 4 shows the ROUGE score between the multitask feature learning-generated
video description and human annotations for the AGRIINTRUSION dataset. The scores
show that there was significant similarity between the two.
Table 4. ROUGE scores for the multitask DL framework for the AGRIINTRUSION dataset.
AGRIINTRUSION
ROUGE 1
ROUGE 2
ROUGE 3

0.6506
0.5660
0.5022

In the TRECViD dataset, the scene-based categories of indoor or outdoor, meeting,
groups and traffic had the highest scores due to the superior learning capability of the
VGG network for scene and object settings. The activity category also saw a gain in
performance compared with our previous experiment [33] of 12%. However, it still required
incorporating carefully handled action recognition techniques to outperform the state
of the art for action. Scores for the close-up features were comparable to our former
experiment [33] but high compared with traditional hand-engineered techniques. However,
multitask learning with basic fine-tuning had a positive impact on the overall results for
video description generation.
It was noted that the age and emotion information in our MDL framework was missing
due to the mounted surveillance camera in the UETVS dataset, which captured scenes from
afar. The proximity and video quality were not high, which led to minute details being
missed in our video description feature extraction.
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For the AGRIINTRUSION dataset, our MDL framework was not able to provide
results for objects that were not part of the training set. The agriculture dataset needed
objects that were domain-specific, such as tractors, crop types and lotuses.
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a multitask learning-based deep neural network
framework. The CNN was trained on benchmark datasets to extract visual features (human
attributes such as age, gender, dress, emotion, objects and their interactions) and produce
labeled information. This is passed on to the sentence generation model (LSTM) that learns
the structure of the sentence with their labels.
Unlike machines, humans tend to write more rich descriptions, catching every nittygritty detail in the video. Our resulting model produced condensed, scalable and useful
descriptions with reasonable results for the three datasets (TRECViD, UETVS and AGRIINTRUSION). Using the standard metrics of machine translation and summarization
demonstrated that the video descriptions generated by our deep learning framework
were better than the state-of-the-art approaches, which are consistent with the results
reported above.
8. Future Work
The video description problem is not completely solved yet. Although our proposed
model has shown promising results in comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches,
it still is far from how humans caption data. The proposed base model (CNN-LSTM)
can be improved by implementing the latest techniques, such as reinforcement learning,
generative adversarial networks (GANs) or capsule networks. The classifiers require a
large set of training data to produce accurate results. For this, generative models such
as GANs can also be implemented to bridge this gap. In addition, CNN models tend
to classify items incorrectly if the input image is in a different orientation or percentage.
To solve this problem, capsule networks can used to provide accurate classification of
high-level features. Dense captioning is one direction which shows a natural mapping of
temporal events, the same type of structuring as the human brain. The feature learning
process can be improved by adding audio data, which can help increase activity detection.
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